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Subdiffusion and Anomalous Local Viscoelasticity in Actin Networks
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We use magnetic tweezers to study local viscoelastic response in filamentous actin networks. Th
choice of magnetic, colloidal particles of varying size allows us to explore properties on the relevant
micron and submicron scales. At these scales the mechanical response is determined by the bendi
properties of individual filaments and described by an anomalous power-law behavior. In the absenc
of external forces the particles exhibit a subdiffusive motion. [S0031-9007(96)01627-4]
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Complex molecular systems, such as polymer solutio
polymer melts, gels, (micro)emulsions, and foams, oft
display a combination of the elastic properties of solid
and the viscous properties of fluids. Using classical rhe
logical methods [1], the viscoelastic properties of suc
materials have been described at scales much larger t
the molecular dimensions, and the systems under stu
have mostly been treated as homogeneous media.
many situations, however, local mechanical properties a
of critical importance. For instance, the shape and mo
ity of living cells, as well as cytoplasmic transport, ar
strongly influenced by the mechanical properties of cyt
skeleton networks [2] at submicron and micron scale
Actin filaments (f-actin), formed upon polymerization of
globular actin proteins, are major components of the cy
skeleton and are involved in both transport and motili
[3]. Easily purified and polymerizedin vitro, actin is a
model system for the study of the mechanics and assem
of biopolymers [4,5]. In this paper we show, using the e
ample of actin filaments, how micromechanical measu
ments can provide information aboutlocal viscoelastic
properties of the medium.

f-actin is a rigid polymer with a persistence lengthLp

of the order of15 mm [6]. At high enough concentra-
tions, in the so-called semidilute regime, the polyme
form a three-dimensional network with a mesh sizeL. L
is typically of the order of a micron and thus much smalle
than Lp . Viscoelastic properties of this inhomogeneou
medium can be locally studied by inserting colloidal mag
netic beads and perturbing them with external magne
forces. In fact, such simple methods have been used
many years to explore the cytoplasm [7]. For beads w
diameter,d, much larger thanL, the mechanical pertur-
bation is macroscopic. On the other hand, ifd is much
smaller than the mesh size, the bead is expected to pr
only the solvent viscosity and geometrical constraints i
troduced by polymers. Therefore, the regime that is re
vant for exploring the local network mechanics is one fo
which d is comparable toL. In this case, the bead is
moving inside a “cage” of typical linear sizeL. To move
further, it has to perturb the polymers of the cage, eith
through the influence of an external force or via therm
0031-9007y96y77(21)y4470(4)$10.00
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fluctuations. In both cases, one can study the viscoelas
properties on micron scales by observing the motion o
individual beads. We show below that this approach ca
be made quantitative, and that local mechanical properti
of the network can be related to the bending elasticity o
individual filaments.

We built magnetic tweezers [8] which allowed us to
apply constant or time-dependent forces and simultan
ously follow the movement of the magnetic bead unde
a microscope (see Fig. 1). At the center of the devic
formed by four pole pieces, the resulting magnetic force
are parallel to the focal plane and directed towards on
of the poles, the intensity being quite uniform through
out the microscope field [9]. An electronic feedback cir
cuit, based on four Hall probes located on the pole piece
is used to accurately control the magnetic field, with
response time of the order of the video frequency. A
though static magnetic fields cannot establish a true thre
dimensional trap, we can still use our system as a tweez
to manipulate beads in a dense viscoelastic medium [8
Under our experimental conditions, actin filaments had
mean length comparable with, or slightly exceeding, th
persistence length. The actin concentration, of the ord

FIG. 1. Composite diagram of the microscope-based appa
tus built to impart controlled uniform forces on magnetic bead
and to record their position together with the imposed magnet
field [8].
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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of 0.1 mgyml, was such that the mesh size of the filam
network is of the order of1 mm [10]. We thus used bead
of comparable size, ranging from 0.3 to2.8 mm. Only
beads located in the horizontal midplane of the capill
were analyzed, where their distance to the walls200 mmd
is much larger than their radius. An adequate anal
of video images of the beads (obtained typically throu
a 403 long working distance objective with a low res
lution CCD; in contrast, diffusion of0.3 mm beads was
imaged by fluorescence microscopy using oil immers
optics) provided us with 30 Hz temporal and 20 nm s
tial resolution of the position of their center of mass.

The main results of the measurements may be sum
rized as follows. When a constant force is exerted at t
t  0 on a bead with diameterd larger thanL (dyL , 3,
see Fig. 2), there exists a well-defined regime in which
movement of the bead’s center of mass,xstd, is described
by an anomalous power law:

FIG. 2. Time-displacement responses,Xf std 2 Xfs0d, of
2.8 mm diameter beads (M280, Dynal) dispersed in
0.1 mgyml solution of actin filaments and subjected to a squ
wave force oscillating between6f with a 5 s period. All
half period responses were analyzed and superposed o
same origin to compute the average response. Each thin
corresponds to the mean response for a given value off. The
heavy line is the response of a bead subjected to a con
force for 25 s s fyf0  0.354d. The dashed line shows th
theoretically predicted power lawXfstd 2 Xf s0d ~ t0.75. The
inset showskXf stdyXf0 stdlt as a function of the ratiofyf0 and
confirms the linearity of the response. While thefyf0 ratio
is controlled by a computer generated gain parameter with
accuracy better than 1% [8],f0 is only known approximately
and varies a lot between different beads [11]. In the pre
magnetic field pattern, calibration experiments indicate that
average value off0 is 1.9 pN. This maximal force is obtaine
with a 0.061 T field and a14.6T m21 gradient at the sampl
position. The ratioXfstdyXf0 std of the response at a give
force f to the response at the maximum value of the app
force f0 is nearly constant as a function of time. The erro
bars correspond to2s.
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Xf std 2 Xf s0d ~ tp with p  0.76 6 0.03 . (1)

In the absence of external magnetic forces (see Fig. 3
Xfstd follows the usual Brownian diffusionkxstd2l ~ t for
beads withdyL , 1. The movement of the bead’s center
of mass for larger beads withdyL . 1, on the other hand,
is characterized by a subdiffusive rather than a diffusiv
power law:

kxstd2l ~ tq with q  0.73 6 0.01 . (2)

These observed anomalous power laws (1) and (2) c
be readily explained if we consider the bead deformin
the filaments of the cage surrounding it. Indeed, let u
consider such a filament with bending constantk, in a
solvent of viscosityh. If s is the internal curvilinear co-
ordinate along the polymer andrst, sd the transverse de-
formation of the filament, then the equation of movemen
for rst, sd is

h
≠r
≠t

 k
≠4r
≠s4

1 fst, sd , (3)

where fst, sd is the force acting on the filament. It is
straightforward to show that the Green function,Fst, sd,

FIG. 3. Diffusion and subdiffusion of0.3 mm (upper data
set, circles) and2.8 mm (lower data set, dots) diameter beads
dispersed in a0.1 mg ml21 solution of filamentous actin.
The median-square displacement of one rectangular coordin
(mm2) is shown as a function of time (s). The video noise
was removed by using the median instead of the mean-squ
displacement. The former was computed from the distributio
of the squared displacement over successive overlapping tim
intervals, which cover the whole recorded time series o
positions. The median-square displacement of one coordina
does not depend on the direction along which it is measure
provided anisotropy of the video noise is taken into account [8
For the2.8 mm beads, the data from 28 trajectories are shown
whereas two trajectories are analyzed for the0.3 mm beads.
The lines bracketing the upper set of data have a slope of
corresponding to usual diffusion, while the lines bracketing th
lower set of data have a slope of3y4.
4471
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associated with this equation can be written in th
following scaling form:

Fst, sd 
1

hs
F

µ
hs4

kt

∂
;

1
h3y4k1y4t1y4

F̃

µ
hs4

kt

∂
. (4)

If, for simplicity’s sake, we assume that the magnet
bead applies a constant point force,f at s  0, then the
displacement of the center of mass of the bead is given

x ø krst, 0dl  f
Z t

0
Fst 2 t0, 0d dt0 ø f

F̃s0dt3y4

h3y4k1y4
.

(5)

In the absence of the external force, the bead movem
is dominated by the thermal motions of the surroundi
filaments to which it is coupled. In this case, the mea
square displacement of the bead is the mean-squ
displacement of the filament,

kx2l  kr2st, sdl  kBTh
Z

ds0
Z t

0
F2st 2 t0, s 2 s0d dt0

~
kBTt3y4

h3y4k1y4
. (6)

It is interesting to note that, when one evaluates the n
merical prefactors in (5)and (6), one obtains a semiquan
tative agreement with known values of thef-actin rigidity
[12]. The power laws of the time dependence describ
by (5) and (6),t3y4, are not altered if one considers th
bead interacting simultaneously with several filaments
the cage. The details of local geometry should mod
numerical prefactors in these theoretical formulas; u
doubtedly the bead has to push against several filame
simultaneously while the confined geometry must chan
the effective friction constants involved. We note that th
time scales involved in our experiments are very sh
compared with the reptation time of the filaments; w
thus neglect all longitudinal dynamics of the filaments
their tube.

The power law (1) can be interpreted in terms
the usual storage and loss moduli,G0svd and G00svd
[1]; G0svd , G00svd , v3y4. One should contrast this
viscoelastic behavior found locally with that determine
in rheological macroscopic measurements of the bu
medium [13]. The power law (2) is in agreement wit
quasielastic light scattering results on actin networks [1
The observed behavior (1) and (2) is a manifestation
the bending elasticity of individual filaments rather tha
coming from the collective behavior and interactions
molecular components.

We now discuss some experimental aspects of the
served behavior (1) and (2). In our setup, magnetic be
were attracted towards a pole by generating a stron
magnetic fieldRB0 at the pole, which then spread out to
wards the three other poles where the field isB0. The
ratio R was precisely adjusted to an optimal value clo
to 3 [8]. Practically, in the range over whichB0 was var-
4472
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ied (10 to 600 G), both the field at the centerBc and its
gradient were proportional toB0. The magnetizationM
of superparamagnetic beads was measured and the fo
calibrated against a homogeneous viscous fluid [8,9].
the regime described by Eq. (1), the response is prop
tional to the force, which ranged between 0.17 and 1.9
(see inset of Fig. 2). This suggests that such forces do
induce irreversible alteration of the local network. In a
dition, the power law holds well for displacements that d
not exceed a critical distance of the order of 10 to20 mm.
When the duration and the intensity of the force are su
that the displacement exceeds this limit, the velocity is
duced (Fig. 2). For larger displacements, one observe
strong influence of the pre-existing disorder of the sem
dilute solution [13], and also history dependence (data
shown).

We prepared a highly purified and concentrat
monomeric actin from chicken breast muscles, followin
standard methods described in [15]. Actin aceto
powder was first prepared from chicken breast musc
from which actin was then extracted through two cycl
of polymerization-depolymerization. High salt washe
were performed with 0.65 M KCl during 30 min, and fila
ments were depolymerized by rapid overnight dialysis
G buffer (Tris-HCl 2 mM, pH 8.0, Na-ATP 0.5 mM,
b-mercapto-ethanol 0.5 mM, CaCl2 0.2 mM and NaN3
0.01%) followed by ultracentrifugation. Highly puri
fied G-actin solution was stored at280 ±C. Frozen
aliquots were quickly thawed at37 ±C, ultracentrifuged
at 500 kg for 5 min. The supernatant was assay
for actin concentration and kept on ice for same-d
sample preparations. Samples were prepared by ad
a solution of 1M KCl, 40 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM
Na-ATP to obtain final concentrations of2.5 mM actin,
50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM Na-ATP. 2.8 mm
diameter beads (M280, streptavidin-coated, Dynal, Os
were typically dispersed to a final concentration
105 ml21 giving a 1026 volume fraction. The samples
were then immediately loaded into a flat capillary. Th
main experiment was performed at room temperatu
s20 ±C 6 2 ±Cd. Using rhodamine-phalloidin labeling
[5], fluorescent filaments could be imaged, and th
mean length was estimated to be20 mm, which was an
indication that the preparation was not contaminated
actin binding proteins hindering filament polymerizatio
The total concentration of contaminant proteins (larg
than 5 kD) was less than 1% of the actin concentratio
as checked by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. Importan
beads were mixed with monomeric actin at the onset
polymerization so that the network was not sheared
the introduction of the beads and was isotropic arou
them. Capillaries were attached to a slowly rotatin
wheel to avoid sedimentation during the polymeriz
tion, which was allowed to proceed for 30 min befo
measurements were done. Plain polystyrene as wel
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads were simply dilu
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from the surfactant containing stock solution to the fin
concentration through one or two intermediate dilutio
in water. Additional treatments consisting of careful
removing the surfactant, and/or adsorbing a carrier p
tein (bovine serum albumin), to prevent possible sticki
of the beads to the actin filaments, gave identical resu
In addition, diffusion of3.0 mm polystyrene beads gav
similar results to those shown here with2.8 mm diameter
streptavidin-coated beads. This is a strong indicat
that the present observations arenot resulting from the
interaction between the filaments and the surface ch
istry of the beads. This conclusion is also reinforc
by the observation of free diffusive behavior of bea
with dyL , 1 (Fig. 3). Typically, 30 min after the onse
of polymerization, beads were allowed to diffuse for
to 60 min. The results also did not depend on whet
the measurements were performed 30 min or 24 h a
the onset of the polymerization, which indicates th
the anomalous diffusion is not due to a modificatio
of the network during the course of the measureme
We also verified that the subdiffusive behavior (2) w
isotropic.

The exact form of observed anomalous power la
(1) and (2) is limited to semidilute solutions of rigi
(wormlike) polymers such asf-actin. However, the ap-
proach presented here may be generalized for many o
complex, inhomogeneous molecular systems. In parti
lar, measurements of local diffusion and viscoelastic
provide information complementary to traditional macr
scopic experiments [16]. One can deduce from them
local properties of molecular constituents. We have a
demonstrated that the introduction of active feedback
a magnetic micromanipulator allows one to gather a
curate data similar to those obtained, for instance, w
optical traps [17]. Although still more difficult to use
the magnetic tweezers provide the possibility of explo
ing molecular media which are sensitive to heating
strongly diffusive, in which case the use of optical tra
or light scattering techniques is very difficult. By sca
ing down the separation of the magnetic poles, the ra
of generated forces can also be extended by order
magnitude. All these points are of particular intere
for the study of biological systems, e.g., micromecha
ics and transport in the cytoplasm or the nature of c
motility.
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